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Resumen
El lenguaje es el principal medio de comunicación humana, aunque, ironíca mente, también constituye la principal barrera. El hecho de que tantos idiomas exiten impide que la gente comprenda entre sí. Nos damos cuenta rápidamente de esta barrera cuando se viaja, en las relaciones políticas internacionales, en la investigación y la empresa. Mantener el texto anterior en mente, el presente ensayo tiene como objetivo discutir la pertinencia de la enseñanza de una lengua extranjera como instrumento de comunicación y el creciente interés en el estudio del idioma. Con este fin, voy a dividir el tema en dos secciones principales.
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Abstract
Language is the main means of human communication, although, ironically, it also constitutes the main barrier. The fact that so many languages exit prevents people from understanding each other. We quickly notice this barrier when travelling, in international political relationships, in research and business. Keeping the previous text in mind, the present essay aims to argue the relevance of teaching a foreign language as an instrument of communication and the increasing interest in language study. For this purpose, I will divide the topic into two main sections. First, I will study the way foreign language can act as a barrier. In order to do so, I will point out different methods than have been proposed to reduce this problem and I will argue why learning foreign language is necessary. Second, I will underline the interest in language diversity by getting to know a new language and its culture. In order to do so, I will try to answer the questions what culture is and why it should be taught. Then I will consider different ways of teaching language and culture in the EFL classroom. Next, I will conclude explaining some ways to develop our pupils’ awareness. Finally, I will compile the main conclusions and the bibliography used to develop this topic.

In the present topic, we will have a look at those characteristics and see how they can be applied in the English classroom so as to enable our students to move gradually toward the general goal of acquiring communicative competence. As a response to these necessities, the Official Curriculum Royal decree 126/2014 establishes as the main aim of the foreign language area the acquisition of an adequate Communicative Competence, where the oral skills will be outlined over the receptive ones. Taking into account that the main goal that appear in LOMCE 8/2013 for foreign language teaching is make our students communicative competent.

2. THE WAY FOREIGN LANGUAGE CAN ACT AS A BARRIER TO INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION.

The discovery that language can be a barrier to communication is clearly made by anyone who travels to a foreign country, or in some cases, within our own country. The lack of knowledge produced by the foreign language is generally
seen as halting, or at least, impeding progress. There are several ways of getting around this barrier formed by lack of knowledge of the foreign language but none has yet been entirely successful. The most important are:

- Increasing the number and availability of translating and interpreting services but the problem is that an exact equivalent is impossible.
- Developing an auxiliary language that everybody will understand, but the problem is that it is not attached to any particular country. As Esperanto language.
- Using an existing language that everybody will understand, as it is the case of English nowadays, because it is used as a second language all over the world.
- Providing increasing motivation and opportunity to learn foreign languages.

The most realistic way to overcome the language barrier and so, organizations such as The Council of Europe has adopted recommendations to the member states governments to ensure their population have access to effective means to acquire knowledge of foreign languages. However, making linguistic predictions is difficult and it is not easy to know which the common international language will be.

2.1. ENGLISH LANGUAGE AS AN INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE

English is said to be the universal, diplomatic and commercial language. For these reasons it is an essential language all over the world. But there are more reasons:

- **Historical Reasons**: Because of the legacy of British or American imperialism.
- **External Economic Reasons**: The USA’s dominant economic position.
- **Practical Reasons**: English is the language of international air traffic control, international maritime, policing emergency services, business and academic conferences and international tourism.
- **Intellectual Reasons**: Most of the scientific, academic, technological information is in English.
- **Entertainment Reasons**: It is the main language of popular music, home computers, video games.

2.2. WHY LEARNING FOREIGN LANGUAGE IS NECESSARY

The necessity of learning languages is questioned by many people who are reluctant to learn a second language. However, there are some answers to defend the opposite idea and protect the need to teach and learn foreign languages. Let us see some of these reasons why learning foreign language is necessary.

- First, it can be said that foreign language learning is not a luxury but a need in an international world. The path towards a united Europe demands citizens to communicate. Learning a foreign language in Europe is a criterion of responsible international membership.
- Second, learning a foreign language promotes understanding, tolerance and respect for the cultural identity, rights and values of others. Language learning broadens our minds, because we encounter other ways of thinking about things.
- Third, foreign language teaching has an essential role in preparing our pupils to cope with an every-changing environment. They may overcome their insecurity and develop their confidence as they face up to social and personal demands, which are not usually encountered in a Spanish context.
- Fourth, success in international commerce is becoming more and more dependent on foreign language learning. All grades and categories of personnel may profit from foreign language learning.
- Finally, we can say that foreign language learning is the only way to fully appreciate your own language.

As we can see, some of the most important reasons have to do with international communication, but this has to do not only with knowing the linguistic aspects of the language, but also with knowing about the culture in which the language is a vehicle for.
3. THE INTEREST IN LANGUAGE DIVERSITY BY GETTING TO KNOW A NEW LANGUAGE AND ITS CULTURE.

Generative Transformational Grammar (CHOMSKY) says that there are some elements shared by different languages. Some studies show that bilingual children develop more flexibility of thought. Teachers must use the similarities between two or more languages by sharing the linguistic principles common to these languages. If a child has a clear idea about his/her own language, he/she will internalize more easily any particular use of structure in another language.

Nevertheless we have to bear in mind we need teach not only the linguistic but also the culture that every language has within it. Therefore, the language should be a vehicle for knowing about the culture. New materials incorporate aspects as geography, economy, social values that not only makes the learning more global but also help our students to become more tolerant.

Methods and Approaches for teaching a foreign language have greatly changed in the last decades, and the sociocultural awareness has been a key factor in this evolution. The first methods were centered in the study of linguistic rules, avoiding the study of social and cultural rules and norms or the importance of the language within a specific context. As a result of the role of language as social practice, new ways of looking at the teaching of language and culture have been suggested. Let us see them:

- **Establishing a “sphere of interculturality”**. To teach culture in the language classroom, it is necessary to reflect upon both the English and the Spanish culture, being this comparison a real educational process.
- **Teaching culture as an interpersonal process**. The conception of language as social practice implies that meaning depends not only on its linguistic context, but also on the social-cultural background.
- **Teaching culture as a difference**. It is important to each the differences related to a nationality do not depend only on the culture, but some other factor as: age (generation gap), sex (different between women and men), regional accent or social class have to be taken into account.
- **Crossing disciplinary boundaries**. The teaching of English language, and therefore its culture too, has to be linked with other disciplines such as anthropology, sociology, semiology and not only with grammar.

However, the development of cultural awareness is not an easy task. To facilitate it we should give our pupils regular opportunities to:

- Come into contact with native speakers in this country (English club) and abroad (Project Lingua, pen-friend club)
- Work with authentic materials from the countries of the target language (it may be a good idea to have a permanent link with a school in our country, watching cartoons)
- Consider and discuss the similarities and differences between our pupil’s culture and British, American... culture.
- Identify with the experiences and perspective of British, American... peoples. An effective activity would be to invite learners to role-play emotions.
- Learn the appropriate social conventions (formulaic language)
- Solve cultural problems in specific situations (for example in a restaurant)
- Provide pupils with opportunities to learn and use verbal and non-verbal communication, such as gestures, facial expressions, typical from the target culture.

Nevertheless, I want to present one step on my discussion called present day English. The exporting of the English language began in the 17th century with the first settlements in North America. English speakers can be divided into three groups:

- Native speakers, that is, English is their mother tongue.
- Those who have learned it as a second language in a world where almost everybody is bilingual, and
- Those who have to use it for professional, administrative and educational reasons.

We can point out the apparition of the Standard English and non-standard language, formed by the dialects, argots and jargons. These are called sociocultural or diastratic differences. Basic Characteristics of the English Language:
Simplified forms: There is no number distinction in adjectives.

Flexibility: Due to the loss of inflection.

Extensive vocabulary: English takes words from other languages and creates compounds, derivations.

Future of English: Geographically it is the most spoken language in the world. It is the language of business, politics, technology, etc.

Now we will see how we can motivate our students to develop their cultural awareness through the integration of the target culture in our class. So we first think in a topic which can be related to some aspect of the foreign culture (the most of topics can), for instance, “travelling around the world”.

3.1. WHAT CULTURE IS

Let us begin answering the question “what culture is”. Culture can be defined as a whole of knowledge, lifestyles and customs of a concrete society in an historical moment. It has been widely recognized that culture and language are interrelated and that language is used as the main medium by means of which culture is expressed.

Therefore, culture and communication are inseparable: culture dictates how communication proceeds, establishes the relationships between the participants and also helps to determine how people encode messages and the conditions and circumstances under which various messages may or may not be sent, noticed or interpreted.

Let us go on answering the second question: “why culture should be taught”. In order to do so, I will highlight the main goals intended when teaching culture to Primary students:

- To be aware of the existence of different culturally-conditioned behaviours.
- To develop an understanding that social variables (such as age, sex, social class) influence the ways in which people speak and behave.
- To be aware of conventional behavior in common situations in the target culture.
- To increase awareness of cultural connotations of words and phrases in the target language.
- To avoid stereotypes in the target language.
- To stimulate students’ intellectual curiosity about target language, and to encourage empathy towards its people.

3.2. DIFFERENT WAYS OF TEACHING LANGUAGE AND CULTURE IN THE EFL CLASSROOM

Teachers can determine a specific timetable to work on socio-cultural contents. This should be written into the Annual Planning. For example, Halloween, 31st October, would be an appropriate date to introduce some American tradition and features, or St. Patrick’s Day, 17th March, would be a suitable time to introduce some Irish culture.

English Week is also another specific date that could be used to introduce the social and cultural contents of the different English-speaking communities. If possible, it can imply the participation of the whole school, and every level could collaborate in the set project/s. This event must be included in the Annual Planning.

Now we will pay attention on procedures to teach English culture:

A) READING: We have to bear in mind that the student’s previous knowledge is important in order to plan activities, as well as the student’s capacity.

We can use texts to introduce cultural elements, historic, literary, cartoons, etc...

B) ORAL EXPRESSION: The students can talk about cultural aspects, f.i, giving them photographs showing different aspects of British life and they must say whatever they suggest to them. We can use dramatizations of a dialogue in which we can find cultural features. We can mention the celebration of Christmas, Thanksgiving Day, The American Independence, etc...
C) USE OF SONGS: The popularity of songs make them a good pedagogic support for the teaching of culture. Songs repeat parts that can be used to know some specific language structures. Songs can be used to: Improve the linguistic knowledge of structures and vocabulary or Illustrate different aspects of everyday life.

4. CONCLUSION

To conclude, learning a foreign language is a necessity in a society that tends to remove language barriers and promotes international relationships at social, cultural, professional and political levels.

According to the LOMCE 8/2013, one of the eight competences to be developed in Primary Education is the Social and Civic Competence. The Royal Decree 126/2014, establishes that learning a foreign language implies knowing about its different speaking communities. This information, if properly oriented from school, will bring about an interest in learning and acquiring knowledge about other cultures and establishing connections with other people, speakers or learners of that language, favoring respect and integration”.

Taking the previous text in mind, we can say that through the knowledge of foreign languages, not only English but also other ones, our students will learn also about other cultures, being aware of different ways of behavior and also different ways of life. With this, we can make that our students develop an attitude of respect towards other languages and cultures and, in this way, we will be educating them for a more open and tolerant world.
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